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Hello Sir, 
 
I just want to introduce our company profile. We are dealing in HP, Lenovo, 
Acer, Senao Wireless Solutions, Nortel,Netgear. If you have any 
requirement it’s my Pleasure to fulfill it within best optimal prices. 
 

 
 
Company Profile 
 
Aala Communications provides complete IT Infrastructure Solution 
including Wireless networking products, Servers, Desktops, Office 
Consumable products, etc and support services of International standard 
into this region. Because of our market competence and Quality services, 
we have become a supplier to several large companies and Networking 
dealers in Oman, Africa, UAE, Kuwait and Pakistan. 
 
From the vendor perspective Aala Communications had a distribution 
strategy that Understood the technology and how to disseminate and 
support it, and from the reseller’s point of view, Aala Communications 
provides all the answers on what to them was a bewildering technology. 
In today’s rapidly moving IT industry Aala Communications identified that 
resellers need to not just buy and sell 'boxes', but to be placed to offer the 
correct products and solutions to meet their customers’ requirements. The 
resellers also need to be able identify any future sales potential of IT 
products to their existing customers and to identify new customers as 
technology becomes available. 
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Our Mission 
 
With an exceptional level of expertise, Aala Communications will focus on 
providing a unique level of service and value added specialist distribution to 
our partners in business, the vendor and the reseller. 
 
Our Vision 
 
Aala Communications will exceed the expectations of our business 
partners at all times with a foundation of sound business practices and the 
pursuit of a flexible approach to fast, effective and profitable solutions to 
product distribution and support. 
 
Aala Communication brands its products for the most discriminating 
customers who are looking for superior, cost effective technology to 
preemptively dominate their industries. Continued Success is built on our 
ability to research, develop and deploy revolutionary Broadband 
Communications Technologies that exceed the demands of the industry 
and outpace our competitors. We think and practice outside the box to lead 
our distribution channels and our marketplace. 
 
Aala Communications Supported Hardware: 
 
- HP PSG/IPG/ISS Products 
- Dlink, Netgear, Nortel Switches 
- Senao Wireless Solutions 
- Lenovo, Acer laptops 
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Consumer Products 
 
- Logitech , Intex, Graphic Cards, Rams, Casing ETC 
- HP Consumables (All Cartridges, Toners) 
- Imation, Sony DVD/CD  etc 
- Desktop Accessories 
 
Software’s 
 
- Microsoft, Antivirus (Nod32, Kaspersky, Symantec, Mcaffe) 
 
Telecommunication 
- Nortel Avaya 
 
Storage Devices 

- External Hard Drives (WD, Toshiba, Imation) Etc 

 

Regards: 

 

 

   Mr.Firoz  :  050 7846318 
    Office      :  04 3936753 
    Fax          :  04 3936853 
 
   a/cs        :   accounts@aalacomm.com 
   sales        :    sales@aalacomm.com 
  purchase :    purchase@aalacomm.com 
  stores      :    hamza@aalacomm.com 
  Msn         :    firoz@aalacomm.com 
 


